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Abstract
As technology nodes progress towards 20nm and beyond, the requirements for defect detection and
mitigation will become increasingly stringent. Defect variability is expected to significantly impact product
yields at these levels. The introduction of new processes and materials such as high‐κ dielectrics, metal
gate electrodes, mobility‐enhanced channel materials, non‐planar channels and three‐dimensional
memory devices will further challenge component surface preparation and cleaning processes, in terms of
defectivity. Component defect densities will become crucial so understanding of the Zero Defects (ZD)
approach is critical in order to deliver high yield processes.
In this paper we present some of the challenges faced during the precision parts cleaning process. The
main question is “Are we ready for precision parts cleaning for sub‐20nm and sub‐ 10nm technology
nodes?” Or do we plan to dispose of the parts after one use rather than recycling them through the
precision cleaning process? Precision parts cleaning will impact the cost of ownership and potentially save
billions of dollars per year for high volume manufacturing (HVM) semiconductor companies. However, the
challenges faced today by the precision parts cleaning companies for meeting sub‐20nm technology nodes
are far more complex than ever before. This paper discusses some of these challenges and presents
multiple examples that will be encountered during the parts cleaning process. If the cleaning process is
performed inadequately, it could also negatively impact the HVM semiconductor companies in terms of
overall revenue, on‐time delivery, and potentially loss of business.

